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EPISODE 38: HOW TO WORK WITH
THE HIGH-LEVEL CLIENTS
SUCH AS THOUGHT LEADERS
with John DeMato
MarkeDng for CreaDves Show
at IntNetworkPlus.com
Announcer:
Turn your hobby and freelance work into a proﬁtable business! Make your markeAng easier
by applying the strategies of experienced entrepreneurs and have more Ame to do the work
you love. You are listening to the MarkeAng for CreaAves show with your host Marina
Barayeva.
Marina Barayeva:
Hi everyone. This is Marina Barayeva. Welcome to another episode of MarkeAng for
CreaAves show. In this episode, we gonna talk about how to work with the high-level clients
such as thought leaders.
Did you hear everyone saying ‘niche down,’ ‘work with the speciﬁc audience’? How scary is
it to really narrow it down, right? But those who did that know that it works out well.
I was thinking about bringing you another marketer, but instead, I invited a creaAve
entrepreneur like we are to share his experience of switching his work to the speciﬁc
market. We’ll talk about how he has done it, what challenges he had and how it beneﬁts his
work now.
John DeMato is branded content creator who works with high-level, business leaders,
thought leaders and various other change agents to produce high-volume, image libraries
that present informaAonal, entertaining and inspiring aspects of their brand to their
followers.
As a former television producer, he has over 17 years of producAon experience, and have
been featured as a lifestyle photography expert on several NBC Universal dayAme talk and
reality shows.
Hi John. Welcome to the show. How are you doing today?
John DeMato:
I'm good. Marina. Thanks for having me.
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Marina Barayeva:
That's fantasAc to have you here. And we wonder to hear about your journey. How did you
come to photography?
John DeMato:
How did I come to photography? Well, I originally went to school for television producAon
and had a television career, but I took a class in graduate school my last semester where I
took a 35-millimeter black and white class.
It was one of the best classes I ever took in my life. That kind of stayed with me and fast
forward about ﬁve or six years.
I was ge[ng a li+le stuck, a li+le creaAvely frustrated with my television work. It was very
repeAAve and very redundant, so I just felt stuck and I picked up a sAll camera and I just
started walking around New York City, taking pictures of the streets, people, landscapes, all
diﬀerent kinds of things.
That really sparked a lot of creaAvity within me and it eventually built itself up to shooAng
people in my apartment. People that I worked with, just portraits, just messing around and
not really understanding what was going on and eventually that grew.
Then I met my headshot mentor and I started doing headshot photography. From that
eventually developed into portraits and here we are.
Marina Barayeva:
Who is your headshot mentor?
John DeMato:
His name is Peter Hurley. He's based out of New York.
Marina Barayeva:
Ah, he is awesome!
John DeMato:
Oh, you know him!
Marina Barayeva:
(Laughter) Of course. I'm a photographer. I know those people.
John DeMato:
I actually met Peter on a video shoot during something that I was doing for the television
show. I was working in a studio for the ﬁrst Ame and I look at his camera. He had a
Hasselblad at the Ame. Now we shoot Canon, but back then it was a Hasselblad.
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An I was just like "What the hell is that thing?" Cause you know, I didn't really understand
photography on that level, so I'd never seen something like that. I said, "I think it looks like a
video camera." He said "Yeah." I like "Wow!"
And then I was hooked.
Marina Barayeva:
When you start your business that Ame long-Ame ago with what types of photography did
you start with?
John DeMato:
I shot anything that would give me a check. I was a jack of all trades photographer for many,
many, many years shooAng diﬀerent types of events, parAes and networking events,
corporate private parAes.
We had a couple of Sweet Sixteen, some Bar Mitzvahs, and Quinceaneras. I shot some
wedding recepAons and I was all over the place and I didn't really have a direcAon. It took
many years and one parAcular client to help move me into the niche that I'm in right now.
Marina Barayeva:
What exactly brought you to that point when you niched down your audience, you started
specializing in photography in high-level entrepreneurs and thought leaders?
John DeMato:
Pia Silva. She was a client at that Ame who came to me with a very speciﬁc need. She was
pu[ng out a book and she had no social media presence. Her publisher asked her to create
a presence in order to get some visibility so she can get out there.
She basically called me up and I was like, "OK, what are we going to do?" Like "I don't know
what the hell we're going to do. I guess we should ﬁgure it out."
From that conversaAon and then the proceeding a photo session that we conducted, it was
completely diﬀerent from everything I had done before.
Because rather than just focusing on trying to get pre+y photos, just beauty shots and focus
on the beauty of the image, the vanity of the person, we now focus on the value that those
images provide when they're visually punctuaAng the stories that she wanted to tell about
her business, her brand and her life too.
She writes about that as well and I'm like "Oh, wow! There are a lot of people out there like
you that need that." And there was.
I remember the conversaAon. We were walking from a park right by her studio, her and her
husband's studio. We were walking back like, "Man, we could keep doing this." She's like, "I
know. Wow"
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Marina Barayeva:
So what did you do with your other work with other photography stuﬀ? Did you just cut
down everyone?
John DeMato:
Well, ﬁrst and foremost, I'm an arAst and I'm someone who... I can't show it oﬀ what I see
and what I don't see and I love capturing everything. Don't get me wrong.
But the diﬀerence between now and where I was back then a couple years ago when I ﬁrst
started my business is that I don't promote that stuﬀ. I'm not out on the forefront trying to
get diﬀerent types of event work or shoot diﬀerent types of portraits for diﬀerent types of
clients.
Really what I'm about now is who I serve. Those are the thought leaders, the change agents,
the people out there that are looking to create immense impact and they need those images
to create that visibility to a+ract their tribe.
The work doesn't end with the other stuﬀ. It's just more on if someone contacts me, I have
Ame and I'm interested in the project, I'll consider it or I'll do it, but by and large it's really
now about the thought leaders.
Marina Barayeva:
And how helpful was it for you to focus on the speciﬁc niche?
John DeMato:
Working in the speciﬁc niche has been amazing because the one thing that I never really
anAcipated was the level of insight that I would get into helping a very speciﬁc group of
people.
But when you focus on working with one group as opposed to being a jack of all trades
photographer where you're kind of scratching the surface of a bunch of diﬀerent types of
industries and people now I'm really diving deep into one group.
It's really been amazing because these people inspire me not only during the session, but
they inspire me just to be a be+er person overall based on the amazing experAse that they
have and how they serve others. It's inspiring.
Marina Barayeva:
It sounds so great. How did you start ge[ng your high-level clients?
John DeMato:
I started by really focusing on three main areas of my business. Rather than running around
trying all these diﬀerent social media hacks and all this other nonsense that doesn't really
work other than take up all my Ame, I started to focus on three main areas which were
outreach, research and the biggest Ame-consuming piece, which is content creaAon.
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I've created tons and tons of content over the past seven, eight months. I write three blogs a
week and I have a daily social post that goes across all the plajorms every single day. And
working in that world and working on that stuﬀ is really given me a lot of what I menAoned
before, that insight and that real in-depth kind of inAmate view of what really is needed by
these folks.
It's through the content and then ﬁguring out a way through the outreach to get the
message out there so people can ﬁnd me and they can use me to help them get to where
they want to go with their image content.
Marina Barayeva:
What do you mean by the outreach? How does this process go?
John DeMato:
Outreach is a couple of diﬀerent things. It's idenAfying communiAes or hubs of people that I
serve.
It's researching groups on social, the diﬀerent types of groups and forums. It's ﬁnding
individuals that are on a certain level where they clearly need the supplemental content in
order to keep their visibility high.
Then it's engaging their content and actually developing relaAonships and not trying to sell. I
don't sell anything. I just provide a lot of value, nurture relaAonships, allow people to come
to me, see what I oﬀer and get some Aps and insight that they normally wouldn't get from
other photographers.
Eventually, through starAng conversaAons with people by actually taking interest in what
they post and sharing their informaAon with my people it creates this reciprocity, it creates
this certain level of comfortability and familiarity.
That's really what this is about. It's about creaAng that climate, creaAng that type of
dynamic and relaAonship with people so that it's actually an authenAc exchange.
Marina Barayeva:
How did you actually started reaching out them? Just "Hi. I'm John. I photographed Pia Silva
and now I want to photograph you"?
John DeMato:
I used to do that and that sucked. (Laughter)
Marina Barayeva:
Ok. (Laughter) That's the soluAon.
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John DeMato:
That's. Yeah. I've learned over Ame that when you do direct reach out to people and they're
not ready for you, you're gonna get a lot of diﬀerent types of responses. But in most cases,
you get no response because people don't want to feel pressured.
They want to feel like they're respected, their Ame is respected, their space on social is
respected. Because when you direct message to someone, it's like you're inviAng yourself
into their house without ge[ng the invite.
But when you're on social and you're engaging their content, commenAng, and sharing it,
that's a lot more comfortable and that allows you to get to the opportunity where you get
invited into the house and have that type of conversaAon.
So the way that I would do it, it's just basically going to their page and see content that really
resonates with me and leave an authenAc comment and share it. That's how you get
noAced.
And the next thing they're sharing your stuﬀ. They're commenAng on your stuﬀ. Then you
can actually have an honest conversaAon. And it's not about sales. It's about how I can help
them get to where they are and that might not have anything to do with photographs.
It might be, "Well, I'm in the market now for a coach to help me with my markeAng," or "I'm
looking for someone to help me with resiliency" or "I'm trying to shil gears in my business
and I need a business coach" or various other things.
But the point is, is to have a conversaAon about where their pain is and then to help them
with their pain by either being a direct service or referring them to people that remind
network. That's how it's built.
Marina Barayeva:
It looks like so much work. Do you do everything by yourself: social media, blog posAng,
reaching out?
John DeMato:
Yeah. It's a hell of a lot of work. And it is every day. But the thing about it is when you do this
type of work for other people, you're ge[ng a check and you're beholden to someone else's
opinions and direcAons and all of that, that's one thing.
That can create a certain level of stagnaAon and frustraAon and even resentment. In my
case, it was a heavy level of resentment. But when you do this work, it's for yourself. It's
a+ached to the meaning and purpose in your life and it goes much, much deeper than just
making money. It's a lot easier to handle the work because the work is special to you and it's
unique.
And at the end of the day, I created this niche out of the thin blue sky and it's mine and
there's a certain level of pride that I take and what I do aside from the value that I provide
other people.
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You know, I feel good. I feel good when I create these blogs and I know that people are going
to beneﬁt from them. Or when I have a session and someone is in front of my camera, I
know that these photos are going to make the diﬀerence for them. It ma+ers. It means a lot
more to me. And it makes the work a lot more palatable.
Marina Barayeva:
What was your blueprint?
John DeMato:
I mean, I want to grow every day. I want to learn new things. I have a certain level of
curiosity about certain aspects of life and working with people who are experts in dedicated
themselves to understanding and educaAng those on these areas of life is really fulﬁlling to
me because I'm learning from them too.
And once they're a client, they're now a friend and I'm following them and I'm commenAng
and I'm supporAng them. Photography is a very inAmate process because the people in front
of the camera are allowing themselves to drop their guard and be very vulnerable and
because they're being themselves and being authenAc because I don't allow anything else in
front of the camera.
There's a lot of methods that I employ that do get on a very inAmate personal level and it
makes it special.
So that's really the moAvaAon behind all of it. Because it's high when you had a session
where you know that everything clicked and all the preparaAon was worth it and the photos
came out phenomenally.
And the client is not only happy because he or she now has this image content that they can
use that they need in order to promote themselves, but they feel empowered and conﬁdent
because of they just one in front of a camera.
Even though they might have felt a li+le weird about it because it is a bit of a weird process
for some people. So it empowers them and emboldens them. It makes them feel like a bad
ass because they just got some photos and they look amazing. There's a lot of beneﬁts to do
what I do.
Marina Barayeva:
There's a lot of work too. In your service your oﬀer someone like a stylist, but you said that
you were by yourself. Do you collaborate with someone or you work with other services?
How did you ﬁnd these people?
John DeMato:
Basically, I am a team of one when it comes to pre+y much everything aside of the sessions
because during the sessions I'll have a makeup arAst, I'll have a stylist there and he or she... I
worked with one primarily now, but occasionally clients will have preferences for
themselves, so they hire their own people, which is totally ﬁne.
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The point for me is, is that I want people on the session day that I'm working with, whether
it's a hair and makeup person or if it's an added stylist or if I have my videographer friend,
they're capturing video of the whole process, I want people there that are going to support
that person in front of the camera and make them feel good.
That is the ulAmate goal. We want them to feel conﬁdent and comfortable and ready to be
photographed because it is a process. As far as the team is concerned basically it's when the
photo shoot is actually happening, that I have a team. Otherwise, I'm in my apartment. I'm
in my oﬃce in my apartment. I'm working pre+y much by myself.
Marina Barayeva:
What do you think are important parts of your service that make you really stand out from
other photographers?
John DeMato:
Well, there's a couple things. First of all, the preparaAon process is quite extensive. I have a
phone call with every client, a pre-session strategy call where I ask about... I don't know, I
just did one on Friday. It was about two hours. And I took pages of notes and from those
pages, we created an enAre shot sheet, very unique things.
But the whole purpose of those quesAons is to not just extract the vanity based type of
images that a lot of other photographers go aler. It's about ﬁnding what makes these
people unique and special, who they serve, why they serve those people and how that
process looks.
Then what I do is rather than just capture people looking into a camera and smiling, we
capture a variety of images with unique and dynamic facial expressions because facial
expressions are the key to se[ng the mood of the image.
As I refer to in a lot of my conversaAons with people, I create high volume image libraries,
but they're also referred to as mood libraries.
Because the whole purpose of these images is to visually punctuate the stories that you
want to tell about your business. It's important to have a variety of facial expressions. We
really work hard to get that.
The other thing I feel that's diﬀerent is that I really stress the need to capture lifestyle
portraits and it's about capturing them in a candid way where they feel very ﬂuid as if the
viewer were a ﬂy on the wall watching the person work.
I want people to get a sense of what work looks like to them, what their processes are. How
do you work with your clients? How do you brainstorm?
Then I want to provide clients the opAon of having photos that they can add texts and
branding to the images.
I'll shoot with a lot of negaAve space in order for them to put in their content there. Because
those types of images really resonate with people because it's not only their face. The face
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draws them in and then the face then draws them to the words or the branding or the logo
or whatever they're promoAng on the other side. So, we capture that stuﬀ.
And then the other thing that separates me from other photographers is that when it comes
to a high-volume image library. It's not just about photos of you, it's about photos of objects
and props of things that either resonate with you because they'd metaphorically represent
the things that you provide your clients.
Or it could simply be books and manuals that you use on a daily basis that help generaAng
ideas for your own fault leadership or they inspire you to be a be+er person.
It's all about sharing these li+le nuggets, these li+le interesAng quirks about your
personality and your process and your thought leadership with your clients in a very
authenAc and powerful way.
Marina Barayeva:
That's an interesAng process. And you know, when people reach out, the photographer,
usually one of the ﬁrst quesAons they ask, "How much?" Your prices can be quite high to
others.
How do you smooth this transiAon from pricing to service? How do you help people to
switch the focus from the price to what you actually deliver?
John DeMato:
Well, Marina, actually, the thing about that is if someone starts oﬀ by asking me price 9.9
Ames out of 10, they're not my client and we're not going to work together. It doesn't work
that way.
Because their focus already dictates the fact that they're not ready for me or that they're not
my client. And that's totally cool. I have no problem with that.
I used to get really pissed oﬀ about that. What do you mean I'm not too expensive? What
are you talking about? And this was when I was charging far, far, far less money.
But what I realized was, is when I moved into the thought leader space and focus my energy
on serving those folks, those conversaAons are very, very diﬀerent. It's not about price, it's
about value. And it's about my passion that I have for what I do because the folks that I work
with are super passionate, super driven folks.
They don't want to work with people who are going to nickel and dime them. They want
value.
They want to feel like they're taken care of. And most importantly, they want to feel like they
are going to have an experience because this is not just this thing where you're si[ng in
front of a camera, someone snapping photos, we hope we get some good stuﬀ, and it's
great. No. It's not that.
This is going in very, very hyper-speciﬁc purpose. Very, very planned out. And very, very
valuable. So we don't just go in and just hope everything works out.
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But if someone were to ask me about the price, I have no problem telling them that my
brand packages just start $3,400. That's where it starts.
Actually, I like to put that out there on my website because I want the qualiﬁed clients as
much as they want to qualify me. Because our Ame is very precious and we have a lot to do
as entrepreneurs.
If I get into a conversaAon for 30 minutes to ﬁnd out that this person is going to freak out
because they don't want to spend $3,000-5,000 we both wasted our Ame.
So I put on my website prices begin at $3399 and allow people to just let that sink in so they
know what they're in for before they even contact me.
Marina Barayeva:
This is kind of your ﬁrst ﬁlter for people who are willing to work with you, right?
John DeMato:
Yes, deﬁnitely. You have to. Because I realized through what I just explained and talked
about, I've lived it. And it's painful. Because it's like I feel I don't want to get into a
negoAaAon. It's not about negoAaAon.
It's about really spending the Ame to focus on how we're going to get you the types of
images that you need in order to get the visibility that you desire rather than "Could you
take a couple of hundred dollars oﬀ?" (Laughter)
Because the people that come to me certainly don't want that for their services. That's why
there's a level of respect when it comes to value in se[ng a price and respecAng that value.
Quite frankly, the clients appreciate the work more when they pay what it's worth.
Marina Barayeva:
What was your biggest challenge when you started working with the high-level clients or
thought leaders?
John DeMato:
Having the conﬁdence in myself to work with such high-level folks. That was the biggest. The
biggest challenge at the beginning was believing in myself because as an arAst, you know,
when you're on your own and you're shooAng for yourself, it's fun, it's great. When it's a side
hobby or a side hustle, which it started out for me as the pressure is a lot lower.
When it's your main deal and it's who you go aler and you realize that now I'm going aler
people that are authors and speakers and very, very high-level folks that do a lot of
awesome stuﬀ, it was inAmidaAng.
I had to really, really get myself comfortable with the idea of working with these types of
folks who expect high results, which on its own I am of that mindset as well. But when
you're doing it for other people, it at ﬁrst was a li+le scary, but now it's awesome!
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Marina Barayeva:
It seems all those challenges worth that.
John DeMato:
Oh yeah. On many levels.
Marina Barayeva:
And right. Now, what would be the three key things that you would recommend to our
listeners who are thinking about niching down in their business and start working with highlevel clients? They're sAll in doubt.
John DeMato:
The ﬁrst thing that I would say is you ﬁrst have to idenAfy the types of people that you want
to work with. Now, what does that mean? That's such a broad statement. It can be broken
down into a couple of things.
One, just the industry in which you want to work with. Who are those folks? Who are the
people that let you up in the morning that you really get excited about wanAng to work with
as a freelancer or someone who works with a business? I would think about that and
idenAfy those folks.
Then the second thing is can they pay you what you want to get paid? A lesson: at the end of
the day, there's a lot of value and the reciprocity of sharing value between me and clients is
amazing and I loved that, but ulAmately at the end of the day, I sAll need to be able to pay
my uAlity bills.
You have to really idenAfy:
•

What your value is

•

How much you want to charge

•

Can those people that you really want to work with aﬀording you?

So those are those two things.
Then, the next step would be to start to look out there and see who else is doing what you
want to do or if it even exists at all.
For me, for example, there are a million and a half photographers and I'm in New York City,
so double that here.
But what separates me is I use terminology and phrasing and I niched to a certain group that
is not really focused on by other photographers. So that's what makes me unique. And that's
what you have to kind of ﬁgure out as well. See what other people are doing and see how
you can separate yourself from that.
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And then the third step is ulAmately believing in yourself and taking the leap because that's
the most important one. Because if you don't do that, it's always going to live in your head
and you're never going to do a damn thing about it. If you do that, then that's going to
become a very regrejul situaAon.
But having your ducks in a row and taking care of the aforemenAoned things before this up,
it will deﬁnitely go a long way because once you actually start to put one foot in front of the
other, momentum begins.
That is how you start an upward spiral towards, living more of a life that you want, show up
in the world the way you want and have a niche that really you can serve and feel fulﬁlled
from it.
Marina Barayeva:
"Momentum begins" - well said. There were a lot of Aps. Thank you so much, John. Please
share with us how can we learn more about you and how can we connect with you?
John DeMato:
You can connect with me on my website johndemato.com and sign up for my three emails a
week newsle+er that I send out there. I have some goodies in there for you there. The other
good place to ﬁnd me is Instagram. My handle is @DeMatoPhoto. Come on by and check
out my stuﬀ there.
Marina Barayeva:
FantasAc. Thank you so much, John. It was great to have you here.
John DeMato:
Thank you, Marina. Appreciate it.
Marina Barayeva:
Thank you for joining me for this episode today. You can ﬁnd the show notes and the full
transcript of the episode at intnetworkplus.com.
And by the way, give me feedback. What other topics do you want to hear? Do you think this
is good, do you think there is nothing for you here? I want to hear everything that you have.
You can always email me at marina@intnetworkplus.com, and your email will get right to my
inbox. That’s all for today, and I’ll see you next Ame.
Announcer:
Thank you so much for joining us today. If you are new to the show be sure to subscribe. And
for more markeAng Aps go to the IntNetworkPlus.com where you’ll ﬁnd the answers on the
ho+est topics about how to grow your business. You were listening to MarkeAng for
CreaAves show. See you next Ame.
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Resources from this interview:
•
•
•
•

Learn more about John DeMato on johndemato.com
Check the work of Peter Hurley
Listen to the episode How to Get Out of The Rat Race of Constantly HunAng for
Clients with Pia Silva
Follow John on Instagram
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